Our complete line of Rigger & Tactical Base Belt's are built to meet your mission requirements.

CONSTRUCTION: High Strength Type 13 Webbing

INDEPENDENTLY TESTED: Vertical Pull Test 6800 lbs. +/-5%

COMPATIBILITY: XFrame™, Low Profile, Standard Gunfighter™ Belt-B Models or Standard Uniform/Tactical Pants

AVAILABLE SIZES: SMALL - 3XLARGE

2" COBRA® BUCKLE

2" QUICK-FIT ADAPTER

FORGED STEEL EXTRACTION RING

SOFT RIGGER POINT

TACTICAL BASE BELT
TYR-DB002
DESIGN FEATURES:
- Dim: 2" W
- 2" Cobra® Buckle

RIGGER BELT
TYR-RBB009
DESIGN FEATURES:
- Dim: 2" W
- Forged Steel Extraction Ring
- 2" Cobra® Buckle

RIGGER BELT, QUICK FIT
TYR-RBB015
DESIGN FEATURES:
- Dim: 2" W
- 2 Soft Rigger Points
- 2" Quick Fit Adapter

RIGGER BELT, DUAL POINT
TYR-RBB017
DESIGN FEATURES:
- Dim: 2" W
- 2 Soft Rigger Points
- 2" Cobra® Buckle
Our complete line of **TYR Tactical® Gunfighter™ Belts** are built to be versatile, providing a combination between a rigger and load carriage belt.

**CONSTRUCTION:** High Strength Type 13 Webbing

**EXTERIOR:** 2 Rows of 1/2” MOLLE Webbing

**INTERIOR:** Removable Antimicrobial/FR Treated Spacer Mesh Pad

**AVAILABLE SIZES:** SMALL - 3XLARGE
The TYR Tactical® Gunfighter™ Modular Assaulters Belt - MAB (TYR-GF-MAB/S-001) is next evolution in our Tactical Belt line. The MAB is the perfect blend of load carriage and scalability in an ultra slim, low profile design. It works with our complete line of Tactical Base Belts, but we recommend the TYR Tactical® Rigger Belt, Dual Point (TYRRBB017). Both Rigger Belts are sold separately. The MAB includes an Inner Belt which fits through 2” belt loops on your pants. The Inner Belt attaches to the Gunfighter™ Modular Assaulters Belt - MAB via hook and loop. This features prevents shifting of the MAB when donned. This multi layer belt system can be used in several different configurations depending on mission requirements.

**AVAILABLE SIZES:** SMALL - 4X-LARGE

**DESIGN FEATURES:**
- 5” PALS webbing on the front and 1” on the sides/rear of the belt for MOLLE attachment
- 1” loops for optional TYR Tactical® Combat Suspenders
- Includes Foam Insert
- Patented Ballistic Vein®
- Engineered utilizing our revolutionary Patented PV® Material
- Includes the Inner Belt which fits 2” belt loops
WHAT IS PATENTED DYNAMIC LOAD CARRIAGE™
In the past, load carriage has typically been static and designed in a vertical alignment which does not self-adjust with the operator’s natural movements. The XFrame™ has changed that by creating a system which moves and adjusts to the body by reacting to the human’s natural body articulation and form.

The TYR Tactical® XFrame™ Gunfighter™ Belt-B (TYR-XF-BKBLB) offers load carriage as well as optional ballistic coverage. It is designed to work in conjunction with the XFrame™ Patented Dynamic Load Carriage™ system. Horizontal attachment points are positioned between the outer MOLLE platform and the interior padded spacer mesh, so that the user can adjust the XFrame™ Stays (Sold Separately) to the proper width.

**SIZES: SMALL - 3XLARGE**

**INSERT OPTIONS:**
- Includes Foam Insert
- Upgrade to Certified T52/SP Soft Armor Level II NUJ0101.06 Specifications
- Upgrade to Certified TXP3A Soft Armor Level IIIA NUJ0101.06 Specifications

**DESIGN FEATURES:**
- PALS webbing for MOLLE attachment
- Patented Ballistic Vein®
- Sizes: Small - 2XLarge

**TYR-XF-STY**
**DESIGN FEATURES:**
- Set of 2
- Carbon Fiber
- Sizes: 14”, 15”, 16”, 17”, 18”, 19”, 20”, 22”
The TYR Tactical® Low Profile Gunfighter™ Belt-B (TYR-LP-BKBLB) offers load carriage as well as optional ballistic coverage. Its slim design gives the operator all the capabilities of the Standard Gunfighter™ Belt-B with a height reduction of 2”.

**AVAILABLE SIZES: SMALL - 2XLARGE**

**INSERT OPTIONS:**
- Includes Foam Insert
- Upgrade to Certified T52/SP Soft Armor Level II NIJ0101.06 Specifications
- Upgrade to Certified XP3A Soft Armor Level IIIA NIJ0101.06 Specifications

**DESIGN FEATURES:**
- PALS webbing for MOLLE attachment
- Patented Ballistic Vein®
- Engineered utilizing our revolutionary Patented PV® Material
- Antimicrobial/FR treated padded spacer mesh is used internally for comfort
- Dim: 4.5” Height

The TYR Tactical® Hybrid Gunfighter™ Belt (TYRBKBLB-HGF037) was designed based on direct feedback from Special Operations units. This multi-layer belt system can be used in several different configurations depending on mission requirements.

**AVAILABLE SIZES: SMALL - 2XLARGE**

**COMPONENTS:**
- Internal Removable Spacer Mesh Pad
- Antimicrobial/FR Treated
- Attaches via hook and loop

**Outer Hybrid Gunfighter™ Belt**
- PALS webbing for MOLLE attachment
- Internal Poly Insert improves overall belt structure
- Internal hook and loop
- Engineered utilizing our revolutionary Patented PV® Material
- Dim: 5” Height
- Patented Ballistic Vein®

**HGF Base Belt**
- 2” Plastic Quick Fit Buckle
- External hook and loop to attach the outer Hybrid Gunfighter™ Belt -HGF

The TYR Tactical® Standard Gunfighter™ Belt-B (TYR-BKBLB) offers load carriage as well as optional ballistic coverage. Antimicrobial/FR treated padded spacer mesh is used internally for comfort.

**AVAILABLE SIZES: SMALL - 2XLARGE**

**INSERT OPTIONS:**
- Includes Foam Insert
- Upgrade to Certified T52/SP Soft Armor Level II NIJ0101.06 Specifications
- Upgrade to Certified XP3A Soft Armor Level IIIA NIJ0101.06 Specifications

**DESIGN FEATURES:**
- PALS webbing for MOLLE attachment
- Patented Ballistic Vein®
- Engineered utilizing our revolutionary Patented PV® Material
- Dim: 6.5” Height
The TYR Tactical® Jungle Gunfighter™ Belt-B (TYR-BKBLB-JGL) is a semicustom designed belt based on feedback from special mission units. It offers load carriage as well as optional ballistic coverage.

**AVAILABLE SIZES: SMALL - 2Xlarge**

**INSERT OPTIONS:**
- Includes Poly Insert
- Upgrade to T52/SP Soft Armor which meets Level II NIJ0101.06 Specifications

**DESIGN FEATURES:**
- Hard Sewn Adjustable Base Belt with 2” Plastic Buckle
- Suspender and COMA Jungle Yoke Attachment Points
- Top zipper allows the user to easily access poly insert or optional soft armor
- PALS webbing for MOLLE attachment
- Patented Ballistic Vein®
- Engineered utilizing our revolutionary Patented PV® Material
- Antimicrobial/FR treated padded spacer mesh is used internally for comfort

The TYR Tactical® Combat Suspenders (TYR-SUS001) are made with our revolutionary Patented PV® material to give them extraordinary strength, abrasion resistance and durability.

**ONE SIZE FITS ALL**

**DESIGN FEATURES:**
- Antimicrobial/FR treated padded spacer mesh is used internally for comfort
- Fully adjustable to fit almost all users
- Stretch keeper loops for securing excess adjustment
- Engineered utilizing our revolutionary Patented PV® Material

The TYR Tactical® Inner Belt (TYR-GFBB200) was designed to be worn as a waist belt that provides a secure platform when interchanging your outer belt quickly. Attaches via 1.5” Velcro® loop to the interior of the Gunfighter™ Belt (Sold Separately).

**AVAILABLE SIZES: SMALL - 3Xlarge**

You can also purchase the TYR Tactical® Gunfighter™ Belt Kit (TYR-GFBKIT) which includes a one Gunfighter™ Inner Belt and your choice of one Gunfighter™ Belt.
The TYR Tactical® Low Profile Uniform Belt - 1” Cobra® Buckle (TYR-PBCB003) is 1.75” wide and constructed with high abrasion resistant 4-way stretch Teweave. Compatible with our complete line of Huron™ Uniform Pants or belt loops which are 2” in height.

AVAILABLE SIZES: SMALL - 2XLARGE

DESIGN FEATURES:
- Dim: 1.75” W
- 1” Cobra® Buckle
- Wt. 5.6 oz.

INDEPENDENTLY TESTED: Vertical Pull Test 2757 lbs. +/-5%

The TYR Tactical® PV® Uniform Belt (TYR-PVRPB) is a 1.75” wide, semi-ridge belt. It features a length adjustment retention tab and 1” tan Cobra® Buckle.

AVAILABLE SIZES: SMALL - 2XLARGE

DESIGN FEATURES:
- Dim: 1.75” W
- 1” Cobra® Buckle
- Constructed using rated 4000 lb. 1” tubular webbing
- Engineered utilizing our revolutionary Patented PV® Material
- Semi rigged belt made with nylon webbing and a poly insert